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Discussion session

Key channels + precision pheno - Tuesday afternoon



Four discussion points for the next 15’

1 DM theory

2 Precision theory

3 Key DM channels at LHC

4 Challenges, not floors 

(neutrino/trigger)
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DM Theory

Talks by M. Lindner and F. Kahlhoefer
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Precision theory

pT(V) (and ratios thereof) now known with sufficient 
precision for current DM searches in monojet searches

robust strategy defined to assess theory uncertainty 
in ratios of different, but related, processes

Precision goals for Run-III and HL-LHC:
● which channels, observables, ranges

(analysis strategy and reach)
● what is envisaged experimental precision

that should be matched by theory

Talk by J. Lindert, arXiv:1705.04664
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Key DM Channels at LHC:
Experimental perspectives

Lot of progress has been made in nailing down the theoretical 
uncertainties on the key electroweak backgrounds in mono-X searches

Experimental uncertainties could now be a key limiting factor for 
searches such as monojet at higher luminosities

Particularly when probing ~low mass mediators (e.g. spin-0) 

Scalar monojet limits are already getting systematics 
limited over the course of LHC Run-II

tt+MET limits have improved significantly 

Example
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Floors and ceilings
“The LHC does not care about the neutrino floor, DD does”
-> beyond directional detection, what are the prospects for 
treating it as an irreducible backgrounds?

We need complementarity, not an experiment that is stronger 
than another -> a message for summary plots? 

“Trigger thresholds will increase with luminosity (HL-LHC)”
“More exotic signatures are hard to trigger on”
“Mass reach will saturate (=increase slowly)”

Can the theory community encourage benchmarks to motivate 
alternative trigger/reconstruction/data-taking?

Note: new “dark sectors” direction of LHC DM working group
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http://lpcc.web.cern.ch/content/lhc-dm-wg-wg-dark-matter-searches-lhc


In case of extra time

Further questions/comments?
● Combinations vs comparisons, channels or experiments: 

- How-to? (unfolding, likelihood…)
- Worth doing in case of null result?

● Physics with pile-up vs physics with prescaled triggers
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1608.06299
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/EXOT-2013-11/figaux_10.png

